
Find a book by author script: 
 

Hi, I’m Irma Minerva at the UNCG University Libraries. I hope this tutorial helps you but remember that 

you can always “Ask Us” if you have questions.  

What do you do when you know the name of an author but you want to find out if they have any books 

available here in our library?  

The best place to start is searching our catalog. First, go to the library homepage, library.uncg.edu. There 

you have two options. You can look for the box labeled, “Research” and click the “Library Catalog” link 

or use the short cut box, here. If you use the short cut box, be sure to click the tab labeled “Catalog” and 

then on the link labeled “Advanced Search Options”.   

Now, in the search box you can type your search.  It's best to start with the author last name. If you 

know the first name you can type last name comma first, or you can just enter the last name. I'm going 

to look for Bill Bryson, so I type in Bryson comma Bill. I know the author’s full name and have entered 

the last name comma first name so the best search option for me to click would be “Author last-name 

first”.  You may also notice a button labeled “Keyword in Author”. This search is useful if you know part 

of the author’s name but not the full name. You can enter the part that you know (first or last name) 

and click “Keyword in Author” but this will bring you results from every author with the name that you 

entered so if you do know the full name, “Author last-name first” is a more specific and targeted search. 

So, I’m going to click on “Author last-name first”. It gives me an alphabetical list and I can see that Bill 

Bryson is at the top of the list and there are twelve books. There is also another Bill Bryson underneath 

the first one.  If you’re not sure which one is the correct one, clicking on the name will bring you to a list 

of titles that the library owns so you can check and see if the titles look familiar and if we have the book 

you are looking for.  So I'm going to click on this and see what titles come up.   

From here you can see the titles, the call numbers, what floor the book is located on, and whether or 

not the book is available. Clicking on the title will bring you to the full record for the book. If the book is 

available you can go the floor on which it is located, if you do not know how to find that floor you can 

click on the location chart here, or you can come in and ask a staff member.  If the book is not available, 

here you would see a red due date and the word request underneath it and you could request the book. 

And remember, if you need help with this or anything else in the library you can always “Ask Us”. 


